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POTENTIALS OF  CYLINDERS.
27
Potentials of discs and cylinders.    To find the poten-1****jfkd of a circular disc at any point P situated in its axis. r        Referring to the figure of Art. 21, the potential at P of the annulus QQ' is Z-rrmxdxIPQ, where & and x + doc are the radii of the annulus, and m the mass of the disc per unit of area.    If p be the perpendicular from P on the disc and r the distance PQ} we have r2 = fl534-jp2 and rdr = xdx.    Substituting, we find that the potential F of the disc is F = %7rm / dr = 2?rm (rx — p), where r± is the distance from P of any point on the perimeter.
If a be the radius of the disc, we may also write this in the form                         F = 2-Trw {\/a2 + p2 — p}>
Wh_en the_ radius a of the disc is infinite we expand the radical and retain only the lowest power of p/a. We thus find V=A — 27rmp where A is an infinite constant.
^     54.   Ex. 1.   The law of force being the inverse /cth power of the distance, prove that the potential of an infinite disc at a point distant p from its plane is
<7_—*..      -: where G is infinite or zero according as /c<3 or /c>3.    When
/c=3 the potential is G — Trmlogp, where G is infinite.
Ex. 2. Show that the potential of a circular cylinder of density p, radius a, and small thickness h at an external point P on the axis close to the cylinder is 2irph(a-p), where p is the mean of the distances of P from the two plane faces of the cylinder. See Art. 9.
.>• 55. ^^Bite^py^nc^<Brs", ^n ^definitely thin homogeneous layer of attracting matter of surface density m is placed on an infinitely long right circular cylinder. It is required to find the potential and the attraction at any internal or external point P.
We replace the cylinder by a fine ring of line density m' = 2m which occupies the position of the cross section through P and attracts according to the law of the inverse distance, Art. 14.
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Let QR} Q'R' be two chords passing through P and making a small angle d9 with each other. Let PQ = ul} PR = w>2j QQ' - ^ RR' = ds2. Let </> be either of the equal angles OQR, ORQ.

